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The inherent complexity of biomedical systems is well recognized; they are multiscale, multiscience systems, bridging a wide range of temporal and spatial scales. While the importance of multiscale modelling in this context is increasingly recognized, there is little underpinning literature on the methodology and generic description of the process.

The COAST (complex autonoma simulation technique) project aims to address this by developing a multiscale, multiscience framework, coined complex autonoma (CxA), based on a hierarchical aggregation of coupled cellular automata (CA) and agent-based models (ABMs). The key tenet of COAST is that a multiscale system can be decomposed into $N$ single-scale CA or ABMs that mutually interact across the scales. Decomposition is facilitated by building a scale separation map on which each single-scale system is represented according to its spatial and temporal characteristics. Processes having well-separated scales are thus easily identified as the components of the multiscale model. This paper focuses on methodology, introduces the concept of the CxA and demonstrates its use in the generation of a multiscale model of the physical and biological processes implicated in a challenging and clinically relevant problem, namely coronary artery in-stent restenosis.
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1. Multiscale modelling and simulation in biomedicine

Recent advances in experimental techniques have created new insights into biomedical processes on many levels of detail. The complete cascade from individual components to a fully integrated biomedical system crosses many orders of magnitude in temporal and spatial scales (Sloot et al. 2006). We have access to data from virtually all levels between ‘molecule’ and ‘man’ and yet we have few models that enable us to study these processes as an integrated whole. The sequence from the genome, proteome, metabolome and physiome to health comprises multiscale, multiscience systems (Noble 2002; Finkelstein et al. 2004). Studying biological subsystems, their organization and their mutual interactions, through an interplay between laboratory experiments and modelling and simulation, should lead to an understanding of biological function and to a prediction of the effects of perturbations (e.g. genetic mutations or the presence of drugs; Di Ventura et al. 2006). The concept ‘from genes to health’ is the vision of the Physiome (Hunter et al. 2006) and the ViroLab (Sloot et al. 2006) projects, where multiscale modelling and simulation of the aspects of human physiology are the ultimate goal.

Modelling biomedical systems is a challenging problem but has the potential to improve our understanding of key interactions. The inherent complexity of biomedical systems is now beginning to be appreciated fully; they are multiscale, multiscience systems, covering a range of phenomena from molecular and cellular biology, via physics and medicine, to engineering, and crossing many orders of magnitude with regard to temporal and spatial scales (Smye & Clayton 2002; Quarteroni & Veneziani 2003).

Despite the widely acknowledged need for multiscale modelling and simulation, there is a scarcity of underpinning literature on the methodology and generic description of the process. There are many excellent papers that present multiscale models (including many with important biomedical applications; Noble 2002; Hunter & Nielson 2005), and some specialized journals exist (e.g. Multiscale Modeling and Simulation, International Journal on Multiscale Computational Engineering), but few methodological papers on multiscale modelling have appeared (Ingram et al. 2004; Weinan et al. 2007).

The COAST (complex autonoma simulation technique) project (www.complex-automata.org) aims to fill this gap by developing a multiscale, multiscience framework, coined complex autonoma (CxA), for modelling and simulation of complex systems, based on a hierarchical aggregation of coupled cellular automata (CA; Masselot & Chopard 1998; Ilachinski 2001) and agent-based models (ABMs; Wooldridge 2002; Walker et al. 2004). CxA were recently proposed by us as a paradigm for modelling multiscale complex systems (Hoekstra et al. 2007). The key tenet of COAST is that a multiscale system can be decomposed into $N$ single-scale CA or ABMs that mutually interact across the scales. Decomposition is facilitated by building a scale separation map (SSM) on which each single-scale system can be represented as an area according to its spatial and temporal scales. Processes having well-separated scales are easily identified as the components of the multiscale model. COAST will validate the CxA approach by applying it to the challenging clinical problem of coronary artery in-stent restenosis (ISR).

This paper introduces the concept of the CxA and demonstrates its use in the generation of a multiscale model of the physical and biological processes implicated in tissue regrowth after stent deployment. The focus is on the
methodology used for the development of the model rather than on its results. Model validation will entail the use of a porcine dataset (Malik et al. 1998; Dean et al. 2005). This fully documented histological archive comprises hundreds of arterial sections (figure 1c, d) of stented porcine arteries. The morphological and physiological information derived from the analysis of these sections will allow a quantitative measure to be applied to a biological rule set for ISR based on an extensive literature review.

2. Background to the system to be modelled: angioplasty, stenting and restenosis

Coronary artery disease refers to the accumulation of atheromatous plaque within the wall of the coronary arteries. The reported presence of fatty streaks in the walls of coronary vessels in children is consistent with the chronic nature of disease progression (Napoli et al. 1997). An atherosclerotic plaque typically consists of a lipid-rich core within an eccentrically thickened intima (for artery...
structure, see figure 1a). The central lipid-rich core of the typical lesion contains many lipid-laden foam cells that are derived from blood monocytes (Klurfeld 1985). Enlargement of such a lesion can lead to stenosis (narrowing) of the coronary artery and a decreased oxygen supply to the heart.

Coronary heart disease remains the most common cause of death in the UK, being responsible for approximately 105,000 deaths in 2004 (BHF 2007). Percutaneous coronary intervention represents one possible treatment strategy. This involves the advancement of a guidewire from the point of insertion (usually incision into the femoral artery at groin level), via the aorta, to the site of the stenosis within the coronary artery. An inflatable balloon can then be advanced along the guidewire and used to reopen the stenosed artery. Subsequently, a balloon-expandable metal frame (stent) may also be advanced along the guidewire and deployed to provide a scaffold, thus maintaining an open vessel lumen. In 2005, 94 per cent of 70,142 UK procedures involved the deployment of a stent (BCIS 2007). Unfortunately, restenosis remains a significant complication following stent deployment. This pathology can be described as ‘a loss of gain’, i.e. a late return of the vessel lumen to a size similar to that before intervention (figure 1b).

The stent serves as a mechanical scaffold, preventing vessel spasm or any long-term negative vessel remodelling (physical reduction in lumen/artery diameter), which was previously a complication of balloon angioplasty without stent deployment (Indolfi et al. 2003). Restenosis following stenting is largely a result of vascular smooth muscle cell (VSMC) proliferation (Mudra et al. 1997). In the latest generation of stents, the metal is coated with a polymer capable of releasing bound drugs at controlled rates with the purpose of limiting or preventing ISR. Administration of antiproliferative agents via drug-eluting stents has resulted in a reduced rate of clinical restenosis from approximately 10 per cent (with bare metal stents) to approximately 5 per cent. Despite this success, ISR remains an increasing and significant problem, given the ageing nature of the population (OECD 2007), the extension of stenting for use in challenging patient subsets (e.g. diabetic patients) and the global trend towards an increased use of stenting to treat coronary heart disease (Bernstein et al. 2003). Concerns regarding late thrombotic events (Carlsson et al. 2006; Leon & Stone 2006), combined with issues of cost-effectiveness (Eisenberg et al. 2006; Tezduyar et al. 2007) for drug-eluting stents, provide a rationale for the improvement of the existing, and the development of alternative, therapeu tic strategies.

The majority of investigations consider the biological and physical processes important in the pathology of ISR independently, when, as will be discussed later, there is a complex interplay between the two. It is likely, therefore, that advances in our understanding of this complex pathophysiology, and strategies to prevent it, may be achieved via an approach that recognizes restenosis as a multisscience, multiscale phenomenon. The approach adopted in COAST should allow the investigation of key questions central to the pathology of ISR. The model could be used to investigate what drives the normal healing response to stent deployment past a threshold in certain individuals and not in others, or what factors are critical to halting restenosis. It will also provide a valuable tool for the study of drug elution.
3. Identification of the key biological and physical processes

Before starting the process of constructing a multiscale model of a complex system, it is necessary to review the literature to identify the quantitative and qualitative data that are available, and what data are lacking. It can thus be established whether sufficient information exists to make the construction of the individual models feasible. Consideration of species and experimental design is important when sourcing data. As we will use a porcine dataset for validation purposes, where possible, data were obtained from studies employing porcine models. When such data were unavailable, then data from studies in humans or other species were considered. With regard to SSM construction, this scenario presents fewer problems in a qualitative sense than quantitatively; although there is significant homology between species with regard to the nature of the biological and physical processes involved in the generation of ISR, there are substantial differences with regard to the time-scales over which these processes occur.

We began our assessment of ISR by describing the process in a manner with which a biologist would be familiar. Restenosis can be considered to be a manifestation of the classical wound healing response expressed specifically in vascular tissue (Forrester et al. 1991). This suggests categorization of the processes following the initial injury (i.e. stent deployment) into a number of stages. An initial biphasic inflammatory stage (i.e. involving the recruitment of leucocytes) is followed by a period of granulation (the formation of new connective tissue and capillaries), and finally by a period of extracellular matrix deposition and remodelling (figure 2). The main biological processes, key to the generation of a neointimal lesion (i.e. ISR), are summarized in the following
sections. The comprehensive review on which this is based, which we intend to publish in its entirety in the near future, is deliverable (www.complex-automata.org) from the COAST project.

**(a) Arterial injury and stent geometry**

Stent design and its geometrical consequences have a direct effect on the biological events observed in the vessel following deployment (Morton et al. 2004; Dean et al. 2005). In particular, strut thickness, number and cross-sectional shape, in combination with stent length, influence the symmetry of deployment and degree of injury/stretch; these, in turn, determine the amount of neointima that is formed.

**(b) The role of inflammation**

Areas in which the endothelium is damaged are rapidly lined by activated platelets. Leucocytes are able to interact transiently (roll) with adherent platelets before becoming stationary and adhering firmly. Both leucocyte rolling and firm adhesion are mediated by the interaction of adhesion molecules and their respective receptors on the leucocyte and platelet surfaces. Transmigration of the leucocyte into the vessel wall occurs in response to chemotactic agents. Once within the vessel wall (or neointima), leucocyte secretion of growth factors and cytokines drives smooth muscle cell (SMC) migration and proliferation, changes in extracellular matrix composition and further recruitment of leucocytes to the site of injury. These inflammatory events begin as beneficial reparative processes but may ultimately result in a detrimental vascular change, namely restenosis (Welt & Rogers 2002).

**(c) Platelet deposition and aggregation**

Despite contradictory evidence concerning the exact role of the platelets in neointimal proliferation and restenosis, it is apparent that many characteristics of this ‘cell’ type are consistent with a potential involvement (Bienvenu et al. 2001). Platelets adhere to the sites of vascular injury, such as those caused by the deployment of the stent, and secrete factors that both directly and indirectly stimulate VSMC proliferation and migration. Platelet activation results in the release of chemoattractant molecules and the upregulation of surface adhesion molecules, which allows interaction with other inflammatory cell types, thus homing them to the site of vascular injury (Yokoyama et al. 2005). Here, they too can release growth factors and cytokines initially to drive reparative processes that may eventually progress to pathophysiological status (i.e. restenosis).

**(d) Smooth muscle hyperplasia**

The degree of VSMC proliferation observed is dependent on the species, the model examined and the methods used to assess proliferation. Furthermore, an interrelationship between VSMCs and endothelial cells (ECs) governs the overall development of the neointimal lesion. The origins of SMCs within healthy arteries and vascular lesions are diverse (Zalewski et al. 2002; Sata 2003) and dependent on the nature of the injury preceding lesion development. One can postulate that a high degree of injury and loss of the endothelium may result in
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a significant contribution from circulating bone marrow-derived cells. This would suggest that the process of stenting may result in a neointimal lesion derived from both a medial and a circulating VSMC source; however, this has yet to be confirmed.

(e) Cell signalling

Information received at the cell surface (e.g. by a growth factor interacting with a receptor) is transduced to the nucleus via several families of signalling molecules. Evidence supports a role for both mechanically and chemically induced activation of the phosphoinositide 3-kinase/Akt (PI3K/Akt) and extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1/2 signalling pathways in vascular cell proliferation, migration and survival. The transcription factor nuclear factor κB operates downstream of both of these pathways. Care needs to be taken when extrapolating data from in vitro studies, as the precise contribution of individual pathways and the relationship between pathway and cellular response is species and cell type specific (Goncharova et al. 2002). Activation of the PI3K/Akt pathway following stent implantation has also been observed in vivo (Zhou et al. 2003).

(f) Remodelling

The presence of a stent largely eliminates any long-term negative remodelling of a vessel as is observed following balloon angioplasty alone (Farb et al. 1999). However, alterations in the composition of the vessel wall do occur following percutaneous coronary intervention with stent deployment. Cytokine-driven extracellular matrix remodelling is a key feature following stent deployment and is necessary to facilitate SMC migration and proliferation. Matrix metalloproteinases (Ge et al. 2006) and plasminogen activators (Parfyonova et al. 2004) are key mediators of this remodelling, and some interplay occurs between these two families of proteases.

(g) Flow, shear and cyclic strain

Endothelial cells and VSMCs are exposed to shear stress and cyclic stretch, and are able to detect changes in these forces, transducing them via signalling cascades and gene expression to a cellular response tailored to alter vessel architecture in order to normalize these forces (Grimm et al. 2005; Haga et al. 2007). Shear stress is an important factor in determining a vessel’s propensity to develop atherosclerosis and restenosis post-stenting. Modulation of shear stress due to stent deployment is important in determining the pattern and degree of restenosis observed. Oscillatory or disturbed flow and low wall shear stress are associated with atherogenesis and restenosis, whereas laminar flow and high wall shear stress are generally considered atheroprotective and thought to prevent the formation of neointima through inhibition of cell proliferation. Cyclic strain also influences EC and VSMC behaviours through the modulation of gene expression. The exact relevance of these changes in cellular behaviour to restenosis is much less well defined.

In summary, it is likely that individual cells respond to changes in extracellular mechanical forces in a manner that attempts to normalize these forces, thus supporting the notion that the vessel as a whole remodels in an attempt to
normalize the forces experienced. The key physical parameters, namely flow, shear stress and cyclic strain, are inextricably linked with the biological processes responsible for triggering morphological changes, regardless of whether these changes are physiological or pathophysiological in nature. Stent designs that minimize the effects of stent deployment on these physical parameters should also reduce pathophysiological changes in vessel architecture, thus reducing ISR.

4. Scale separation

Having identified the key physical and biological processes central to the development of the restenotic lesion, quantitative data relating to the spatial and temporal characteristics of these processes were used to construct an SSM.

The SSM is a graphical representation of all single-scale subsystems that make up the full multiscale system in terms of their spatial and temporal scales, and in terms of their mutual coupling. By considering two mutually coupled processes on the SSM, five interaction regions are identified, each giving rise to specific multiscale coupling paradigms (Hoekstra et al. 2007). By applying the SSM concept to CxA, a methodology is introduced that allows one to place single-scale CA or ABMs unambiguously on the SSM, and to decide on the scale separation and interaction regions in which coupled processes fall. Processes having well-separated scales are easily identified as the components of the multiscale model.

The SSM is defined as a two-dimensional map, with the horizontal axis coding for temporal scales and the vertical axis for spatial scales. Each subsystem occupies a certain area on this map. Figure 3a shows an example of an SSM, in which three subsystems have been identified. Subsystem 1 operates on small spatial scales, and short temporal scales, subsystem 2 at intermediate scales and subsystem 3 at large scales. This could represent processes operating at the micro-, meso- and macroscales, for example.

After identifying all subsystems and placing them on the scale map, coupling between subsystems is then represented by directed edges on the map. The distance between subsystems on the map indicates which coupling paradigm should be used to simulate the overall system. In the worst case, the subsystems have significant overlap and one is forced to use the smallest scales everywhere. This would probably result in intractable simulations. On the other hand, if the subsystems are well separated and the smallest scale subsystems are in
equilibrium, then they can be solved separately, although infrequent (possibly event-driven) feedback between the subsystems will still be required. More details on this can be found in Hoekstra et al. (2007).

Consider two processes, A and B, each with their own spatial and temporal scales, denoted by $\xi_i$ and $\tau_i$, respectively, where $i \in \{A, B\}$. Assume that A has the largest spatial scale, or, in the case where the spatial scales are the same, A has the largest temporal scale. In other words, we have $(\xi_B < \xi_A)$ or $(\xi_B = \xi_A$ and $\tau_B < \tau_A)$. We can now investigate the different possibilities of placing B on the map relative to A. This leads to a classification of interaction regions, as shown in figure 3b. Depending on the location of B, we can identify the following interaction regions:

— Region 0. A and B overlap, and there is no scale separation.
— Region 1. Here $\xi_B = \xi_A$ and $\tau_B < \tau_A$, so we observe a separation of temporal scales at the same spatial scale.
— Region 2. Here $\xi_B < \xi_A$ and $\tau_B = \tau_A$, so we observe a separation in spatial scales like coarse and fine structures on the same temporal scale.
— Region 3. Separation in both temporal and spatial scales.

If B is located in region 3.1, this leads to the well-known situation of micro $\leftrightarrow$ macro coupling, with a fast process occurring on a small spatial scale (B) coupled to a slow process occurring on a large spatial scale. This type of multiscale model has received most attention in the literature, and the coupling paradigms explained earlier have mostly been applied in this region. When B is in region 3.2, we have the reverse situation: a slow process acting on a small spatial scale is coupled to a fast process acting on a large spatial scale. We believe that this is very relevant to the coupling of biological with physical processes, where a biological process, such as the slow response of cells, is coupled to a faster physical process on a larger scale (e.g. blood flow in arteries).

Note that we do not have to consider other regions of the scale map, because the roles of A and B are simply reversed, and we revert to one of the cases identified above.

The next step is to find the actual size of the processes on the SSM, quantify the scale separation and, based on this, decide on the type of multiscale coupling required. This, in combination with the fact that a CxA is built from single-scale CA or ABM, allows us to define generic multiscale coupling templates for each interaction region in figure 3b.

The concept of the SSM, as formalized by Hoekstra et al. (2007), is applicable to many other complex systems, for example, coral growth (Merks et al. 2003), thrombosis and snow transport/deposition (Masselot & Chopard 1998). Indeed, Fazekas et al. (2007) used SSMs in multiscale modelling and time-scale analysis of the human limb.

The main idea is that each CA or ABM (vertex of the CxA) can be expressed with a common instruction flow. This provides a way to identify the generic coupling templates as proposed above. We represent the workflow with a pseudo-code abstraction, termed the submodel execution loop (SEL) (table 1).

Although this pseudo-code uses the terminology of lattice gas simulation, it can be argued (see below) that the concepts are readily generalized to CA and ABM simulations. The CA or ABM operates on a computing domain D. For a
CA, this is the lattice of (computational) cells and the boundaries, and for an ABM, the set of agents and the environment in which they reside. Each cell in a CA and agent in an ABM has a set of state variables $f$. At the start of the SEL, the domain and the state variables are initialized by the operators $D_{\text{init}}$ and $f_{\text{init}}$, respectively. The simulation time $t$ is set to an initial value (0 in this case). After initialization, the CA or ABMs enters into an iteration loop, whose termination is controlled by an end condition computed by $E_{\text{C}}$. The end condition can simply be a fixed number of iterations, but could also be some convergence criterion depending upon the state variables. Within the main iteration loop, the time is first increased with a time-step $D_t$. Next, the domain is updated by the operator $U$. If the domain is static, this operator is simply the identity operator $I$. However, in many models, the domain is dynamic. For instance, in a CA, new cells can be created or the existing cells removed (e.g. due to the movement of the boundary), and in an ABM, agents can be created or destroyed, or the environment in which they reside can change. In all these cases, $U$ will execute these domain updates. Next, the sequence $P_{\text{C}}B(f)$ is executed (first boundary conditions, then collision and finally propagation). The terminology collision–propagation is borrowed from the lattice gas automata framework (Masselot & Chopard 1998). However, this is equivalent to the more classical gather–update CA paradigm. First, the operator $B$ applies the boundary conditions. In a CA, this means that missing information is constructed, which is needed for the actual state updates by $C$ (see below) of the cells lying at the boundary of the domain $D$. For instance, if the state variables represent a concentration of some species, the boundary condition could specify a flux of those species into the domain, and from that, missing information on the domain boundary cells is computed. In an ABM, the operator $B$ could also represent a boundary condition on the environment in which the agents live (e.g. again the influx of some species), but it could also represent the interaction with agents outside the domain $D$ (and therefore not explicitly simulated). Next, the actual state change of all cells in a CA or agents in an ABM is computed by the collision operator $C$. Finally, information is sent to neighbouring cells or agents by the propagation operator $P$. The CA or ABM is now updated for the

**Table 1.** The workflow with a pseudo-code abstraction, termed the *submodel execution loop* (SEL). (Note that in the SEL, operators are written in bold.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D := $D_{\text{init}}$</th>
<th>/* initialization of the domain */</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f := $f_{\text{init}}$</td>
<td>/* initialization of state variables */</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t := 0</td>
<td>/* initialization of time */</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>While Not $E_{\text{C}}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t += $\Delta t$</td>
<td>/* increase time with one time step $\Delta t$ */</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D := $U(D)$</td>
<td>/* update the domain */</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f := $B(f)$</td>
<td>/* apply boundary conditions */</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f := $C(f)$</td>
<td>/* collision, update state of cells */</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f := $P(f)$</td>
<td>/* propagation, sent information to neighbours */</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{\text{f}}(f)$</td>
<td>/* compute observables from new state */</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{\text{f}}(f)$</td>
<td>/* compute observables from final state */</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
current time-step, and the simulation can proceed to the next iteration. However, before doing so, an intermediate observation operator \( O_i \) computes observables from the state variables \( \mathbf{f} \). After termination of the main iteration loop, a final observation is made of the state variables with the \( O_f \) operator.
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Depending on the interaction region and other details of the computational domain (a single domain, where both processes act, or multiple domains, where each process has its own subdomain and interaction is along domain boundaries), we can now define the coupling templates. As an example, consider Weinan’s heterogeneous multiscale method (Weinan et al. 2007). On close inspection, it must be concluded that this is a coupling template for single-domain processes in interaction region 3.1 (i.e. process B now lies in region 3.1 of figure 3b). At each time-step of the macroscopic process B, a microscopic process A is initialized using macroscopic information. The microscopic model then runs to completion and sends final information to the collision operator of the macroscopic process. In terms of the SEL of the macroscopic process A and the microscopic process B, we find as coupling template $O^B_f \rightarrow C^A_i$; $O^A_i \rightarrow f^B_{init}$. It can be demonstrated (Hoekstra et al. 2007) that the coupling process reduces to the identification of the points of interaction between two single-scale processes, each represented in terms of the SEL. There are a finite number of interactions between the two processes in the SEL, and these can be catalogued. We refer to the map of interactions as a coupling template. The coupling templates, together with the SSM and the SEL, form the conceptual core of the COAST framework. These templates, in turn, will be available as special classes in the COAST software framework, allowing a quick assembly of a CxA model using the existing single-scale simulations.

5. Development of SSMs for ISR

SSMs were constructed illustrating two levels of complexity. A comprehensive map (figure 4a) includes the processes necessary to model drug elution from the stent and its distribution through the vessel wall (i.e. transmural convection and diffusion). This has been simplified to a version consisting of the minimum number of explicitly modelled processes considered necessary for the system model to remain representative of the vessel wall response to injury without consideration of drug elution (figure 4b).

The placement of ISR subsystems on the SSM is not an exact science (particularly, given the sometimes qualitative nature of the available data for certain subsystems) and to some degree reflects the extent of the domain that is to be modelled. However, it is not critical that the placement is precise, as the map currently aims only to provide information about how any two processes are separated; if the separation is obvious, then the precise degree of this separation is largely irrelevant at this stage of modelling. Placement is also dependent on the source and the availability of quantitative data, and the particular process of interest. For example, if we consider figure 4a, we see that cell signalling processes are lumped into one subsystem, which occurs on a temporal scale of milliseconds to hours and on a sub-micrometre spatial scale. In the context of restenosis, ‘cell signalling’ could relate to a series of phosphorylation events within an intracellular signalling cascade, which might occur on a temporal scale of the order of milliseconds, or equally it might refer to the transmural diffusion of a cytokine into the vessel wall following release from an EC, which might take place over minutes to hours. The cell signalling processes could therefore be separated further, but for the purposes of the current project, this is not
necessary and we use a ‘black box’ approach for these elements. Note that such model hierarchies are naturally supported by the CxA approach, and we will take advantage of this where possible.

It is also important to make the distinction between the information contained in figure 2 and that contained in the SSMs (figure 4). For example, although blood flow is relevant throughout the entire time course of ISR, its position on the SSM recognizes that it is only pertinent to model flow over one cardiac cycle. The model would run once before the output is passed to relevant models (e.g. ABM of cells in the arterial wall) that use the data to inform their behaviour, before passing output back to the flow solver, which then takes into account any changes in vessel wall geometry in the following iteration.

For illustration of the way in which process placement on the SSM is determined, consider the process of SMC hyperplasia. SMC hyperplasia refers to the proliferation of VSMCs within the tunica intima to generate neointimal tissue (constituting the restenotic lesion). Several dogmas exist with regard to the origin of these SMCs (see §3); however, it is largely accepted that, once present in the tunica intima, VSMC hyperplasia and deposition of extracellular matrix lead to the generation of a neointimal lesion.

\[
(a) \text{ Spatial scale: } 30 \mu m–1.5 mm
\]

It is difficult to define the precise size of a VSMC. Adult VSMCs are not terminally differentiated and may undergo major phenotypic changes in response to environmental stimuli (Fazekas et al. 2007). Indeed, VSMCs may exhibit contractile or secretory phenotypes and have been observed to dedifferentiate following vascular injury (Campbell et al. 1988; Thyberg et al. 1995, 1997). If one considers the contractile phenotype, the cells are spindle shaped and of the order of 80–200 \mu m long and 5 \mu m wide, whereas secretory VSMCs are smaller (approx. 30 \mu m in diameter). The process of VSMC migration from the tunica media to the tunica intima (following arterial injury) is likely to involve distances of approximately 30 \mu m to 1.5 mm. This value takes into account the thickness of the tunica media and the possibility that the VSMC may originate at the medial/adventitial boundary. In practice, it is more likely that only the innermost layer of the tunica media contains VSMCs capable of migration (Thyberg et al. 1997), thus reducing this estimate. In cases of severe vessel injury during stent placement, subsequent neointimal growth can progress to completely occlude the vessel. This therefore places the upper limit for the spatial scale at the upper limit of the lumen radius which, in swine, is of the order of 1.5 mm.

\[
(b) \text{ Temporal scale: days to weeks}
\]

Cultured porcine aortic SMCs require approximately 32 hours to progress though one cell cycle and divide (Le Breton et al. 1996) but the division of one neointimal VSMC alone does not constitute neointimal hyperplasia. It is difficult to define the amount of proliferation that constitutes hyperplasia, and if one assumes that the formation of a neointima requires several rounds of VSMC proliferation, then a spatial scale of days to weeks would seem reasonable.
This methodology has proven invaluable as a tool in its own right, stimulating discussion and improving communication between the multidisciplinary team of biologists, clinicians, physicists, engineers and computer scientists involved.

6. The model of ISR

Generation of the SSM allows the individual models necessary to create a functional computational model of ISR to be identified. Figure 5 shows a representation of the interaction algorithm that is based on careful analysis of the processes key to the pathology. A finite-element model (ANSYS) of the stent segment will be used to calculate strain within the initial artery geometry. Description of boundary-layer and bulk flow characteristics will be determined using a lattice Boltzmann solver with mesh refinement (Tölke et al. 1998). Information pertaining to flow and geometric characteristics will, in turn, be used to inform models of SMC hyperplasia, EC behaviour and platelet aggregation and deposition. Figure 6 illustrates the output of three of these single-scale models.

Smooth muscle hyperplasia plays a crucial role in the generation of the restenotic lesion. It is the migration and proliferation of SMCs that are central to the embodiment of the neointimal lesion. The behaviour of such a cell type is best described by the use of an ABM. Key concepts in developing the ABM have been drawn from that of the epitheliome (Walker et al. 2004). The advantage of the
ABM lies in its inherent capacity for additional layers of complexity as understanding of the behavioural rule sets to which these cells conform progresses. As it is hypothesized that the re-formation of an intact EC layer is crucial in inhibiting ISR, a second class of agents representing individual ECs will be included. The general structure of the ABM developed will be equally transferable to the description of ECs (and to fibroblast and leucocyte behaviour if required).

7. Conclusions

Although there is a wealth of literature on multiscale modelling, almost all focuses on particular applications and very little on formalization of the modelling process, especially in the context of the life sciences. An exception is the comprehensive high-level description presented by Bassingthwaigte et al. (2006), which includes a review of strategies and tactics for adaptive multiscale modelling together with important cautionary notes on model reductions, adaptive model modification and related error propagation while confirming that multiscale and multilevel systems modelling is in its infancy.

The current paper describes a methodology for approaching the representation of a complex multiscience, multiscale process in a form that is tractable for computational modelling. The approach is based on three concepts, namely an SSM, a generic sub-execution loop and a coupling template. It is demonstrated
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that this approach can be used to construct an algorithmic description of a challenging, clinically important application at the interface between physics and biology, that of ISR. An interesting observation is that the biologists and clinicians working on the development of the SSM describing the process found it to be a very useful conceptual tool for arranging, cataloguing and formalizing the existing knowledge, and indeed for identifying gaps in the current knowledge base and thus informing future experiments. We conclude that this methodology provides a coherent basis for the generation of complex multiscale models (termed CxA) featuring generalized representations of both CA and ABMs.
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